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Abstract- Li-Fi is a high speed and fully networked 

wireless optical communication and is a form of visible 

light communication. The proposed model helps in the 

transmission of data that is collected from the sensors 

which are implanted on work areas within the ship, to 

their respective officer's cabin through light signal.The 

sensors include a gas sensor that detects the presence of 

toxic gases, a fire sensor to indicate in case of fire 

outbreaks, a water leakage sensor to indicate whether 

there is water leakage in the ship and a PIR sensor to 

indicate the presence of crew members in a cabin. The 

collected data from the sensors are processed and 

transmitted through Li-Fi transmitter to the receiver in 

the audio output form. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

In the existing maritime communication, Radio 

Frequency communication plays the key role. The data 

from ship’s sensors are transmitted using this conventional 

method of communication since 1999. It requires an 

additional infrastructure like on board system to carry out 

the transfer of data collected from any workspace in the 

ships. This requires specific frequency band to carry out the 

information about the parameters within the ship to the 

officer’s cabin through wireless means. This requires 

manual operations to intimate about the sensor values which 

may sometimes lead to data loss. This can be overcome 

with the growing technology on Li-Fi system. 
 

II. COMPONENTS 

The material required is mainly a microcontroller 

and Li-Fi module. Apart from the microcontroller and Li-

Fi module, sensors are used such as water leakage sensor, 

fire sensor, PIR sensor and the gas sensor. The Li-Fi 

module consists of transmitter and receiver. The 

microcontroller used here is a PIC microcontroller as it is 

highly reliable and better performance is achieved 

compared to other controllers. The components and 

materials are placed on a PCB board and the entire 

circuitry is placed inside the ship deck. The size occupied 

is hence affordable. 

 

 

III.EXISTING SYSTEM 

Radio frequency is the principle means of 

communication in ship. In the existing system, the 

parameters that are monitored using the sensors in the ship 

are transmitted through radio frequency communication. It 

includes radio telephone, automatic radio telegraph 

equipment, mega phone. Radio spectrum is congested but 

the demand for wireless data doubles each year. This 

system  

• lacks reliability of data 

• usesspectrum which results in insufficient 

bandwidth. 

• has possibility of losing data. 

• data transmission rate is less. 

 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
A. LIFI technology 

LIFI technology uses the light medium to transmit 

the data. This module requires both transmitter and receiver 

for communication. Li-Fi has the advantage of transmitting 

data at a faster rate than Wi-Fi.The data is 

approximately1Gbps in this model. The transmitter module 

uses an LED to stream the high data rate that is processed 

by the photodetector in the receiver module. The receiver 

converts the received light signal into audio output that is 

accessed using a speaker. The Li-Fi transmitter is placed in 

the work areas in the ship and receiver is devised in 

captain’s cabin to receive reliable data instantaneously.  

 

 
Fig 1.Block diagram of Lifi module 
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B.GAS SENSOR 

 

There are chances that toxic gases are released 

inside the ship which may create critical conditions within 

any cabin. Gas sensor detects the presence of toxic gas or 

any unwanted gas being released. This detection is carried 

out in terms of voltage, when there is a change in the 

normal voltage level that value is transmitted to the 

captain’s cabin through Li-Fi technology and emergency 

situation is alarmed. 

 

C.FIRE SENSOR 

 

There are many chances for a fire outbreak in ships 

especially in the areas with heavy machines, boiler rooms 

and other areas where fuel, oil and exhaust gases are 

present. Therefore it is mandatory to monitor these areas 

regularly for any change in parameters. In case of a fire 

exposure, then it is detected by this sensor and that data is 

immediately transmitted to the receiver through the visible 

light. 

 

D.WATER LEAKAGE SENSOR 

 

One of the important parameters that needed to be 

checked in a marine system is whether there is leakage of 

water within the ship. The rough weather conditions, 

icebergs and collisions may create jeopardy situation, so a 

water leakage sensor is used to detect the presence of water 

within a cabin and transmit the information immediately to 

take rescue actions. 

 

E.PIR SENSOR 

 

The number of crew members working in each 

cabin needs to be easily kept in count and monitored 

regularly in order to maintain a stable condition of the ship 

in all aspects. So, a passive infrared (PIR) sensor is devised 

to indicate the presence of crew members in a cabin to the 

captain just by transmitting the data directly to the captain’s 

cabin through Li-Fi. This whole wireless communication 

process ensures an easy way of handling the crew member’s 

count. 

 

F. PIC MICROCONTROLLER 

 

The PIC microcontroller used here is 16F877A. This 

performs the key role of processing the received data from 

the sensors and transmitting them to the Li-Fi module. The 

advantages of microcontroller such as low power 

consumption and flexibility to connect other devices makes 

it as the best choice among other processors.Thefeatures of 

this microcontroller include the following. 

 

� RISC architecture 

� Operating frequency 0-20 MHz 

� Power supply voltage 2.0-5.5V 

� 8K ROM memory in FLASH technology 

� 256 bytes EEPROM memory 

� 368 bytes RAM memory 

� A/D converter: 

� 14-channels 

� 10-bit resolution 

� 3 independent timers/counters 

� Watch-dog timer 

 

 

IV. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTED 

 

The software used here to program the 

microcontrolleris embedded c. hi-tech c is a compiler 

package on which embedded c is dumped. Hitech c supports 

64k memory. This has compiler package with full 

development for c language and assembler. 

 

 

V.WORKING 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Fig 2. Block diagram of Transmitter module 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3. Block diagram of Receiver module 

 

The transmitter section consists of the power 

supply, pic micro controller, and the sensors like fire sensor, 

water leakage detector, gas sensor and PIR. Lifi transmitter 

module is attached to this.  
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All the sensors input are given to the micro 

controller. Any changes in the safe values from sensors are 

detected and buzzer is buzzed. These values collected from 

sensor is transmitted using lifi transmitter module. 

 

The receiver section consists of  thelifi receiver, 

power supply, micro controller, lcd and audio output. The 

received data is displayed in lcd unit and also the 

emergency situation is told in audio module. 

 

VI. RESULT 

 
 

Fig4.Transmitter module consisting of gas, 

fire,PIR and water leakage sensor with Li-Fi transmitter. 

 

 

 
 

Fig 5. Receiver module consisting of Li-Fi receiver 

connected to audio output. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Thus an efficient internal ship 

communication is carried out using Li-Fi 

technology.All the parameters within the ship are 

monitored and transmitted using lifi module 

without any delay.All these data are received in 

captain’s cabinet.Nowadays the number of devices 

connected to a server or a hub is very large in 

number resulting in heavy traffic. This can be 

solved by using Li-Fi wherein no bandwidth of a 

spectrum is required. Added advantage of Li-Fi 

technology is that they can be used even 

underwater where no other means of 

communication would be reliable. 

 

The proposed system doesn’t require external 

hardware circuits as it can be integrated with the 

already existing high intensity light source. 
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